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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
One of, if not the earliest betting web page in Greece must be Gurusoccer.eu. In this
website, folks have the ability to enhance their earnings by wagering on many different
sporting events. Furthermore, your website helps users select which bookmakers to join
up as well as put their bets on.

The web page was developed at about 2006 with the name Gurubet and back then web
gambling was something totally new in Greece. It presented its users to new
recommendations - at the same time when the term ‘betting’ was synonymous to a
state monopoly -, it featured the possibilities provided by individual gamble, provided the
Greek general population a great quantity picks through its partnerships with bet365,
bwin and Sportingbet, and a great number of other online bookmakers.

In 2010 Gurusoccer.eu delivered to Greece the innovative Tipsters League, one of the
first totally automated football tipping competitions of Europe. Today, Gurusoccer.eu has
provided out awards worth hundreds of thousands of euros to the victors of its
competitions monthly. There's also other contests committed to the Champions League,
the Mundial, as well as the major soccer events, whereby, in cooperation with our
sponsors, we have handed out funds, totally free bets, laptops/tablets, mobile phone
devices and trips, their overall price exceeding €50,000.

During 2017 the most important change of our web-site occurred. We changed its title to
Gurusoccer.eu and we are very pleased with the title. The site now has a global version
(in English), with sleeker and modern day visual appeal, an even better gambling
content, a tipping competition with even more prizes and picks, and most importantly, a
large team of partners - tipsters who give profitable tips on a regular basis.
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